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1. Introduction

Process and tool condition monitoring systems are a 
prerequisite for autonomous production [1, 2]. The systems 
reduce downtime, machine damage, and scrap and allow for 
autonomous operation of machine tools [3]. Furthermore, the 
determined condition of tools, workpiece quality, and 
processes are input to higher-level functions such as process 
planning. The industrial application of monitoring systems is, 
however, mostly limited to series production. Due to the 
repeating processes, systems have abundant signal references 
of correct processes available for monitoring. When 
monitoring individual parts, no such references exist. This is 
addressed by process simulations that generate the signal 
course of a correct process as a reference. The generated 
signal course is usually high in detail, allowing simulation-

based monitoring approaches to achieve high sensitivity and 
robustness. To model processes more realistically, simulations 
are becoming increasingly complex. Models include micro-
and macro-mechanics of cutting, such as stress, temperature, 
white layer characteristics of the finished surface, and thermo-
mechanical behavior of the material [4]. Consequently, 
simulations require extensive information and validation,
resulting in high expenditures that cause monitoring to 
become uneconomical. 

Transferring reference signals and monitoring parameters 
from similar, real machines has the potential to reduce 
parameterization requirements and improve detection rates. 
However, little research was found on the transfer of 
knowledge among different machines to monitoring processes 
or tool conditions. [5] detected failure patterns in power 
signals using deep learning. [6] show the online detection of 
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Process and tool condition monitoring systems are a prerequisite for autonomous production. For online monitoring, it is the state 
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well as physical drive limitations. During machining differences occurred most frequently when axes were accelerated. 
Differences accumulated over prolong periods of machining and eventually became relevant from the perspective of online 
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chatter during milling with a model trained at another milling 
machine. The approach evaluates the signal of a microphone. 
Results show correct and false process classifications, but 
quantification is missing. [7] monitor a face turning process 
online using signal course references sourced from other 
machines. The approach detects material anomalies in 
workpieces when the source machine is the same model as the 
monitored machine. 

The existing research demonstrates that the transfer of 
knowledge for online monitoring is possible in principle. 
However, the specific challenges and mechanism of the 
transfer in the domain of online monitoring are yet to be 
investigated. This knowledge, however, is required to avoid 
situations where a transfer lowers performance [5, 7]. While 
[7, 8] report the challenge of timing differences, a systematic 
investigation is yet to be performed.

This paper aims to identify and describe similarities and 
differences that arise between machines from the perspective 
of online monitoring. Considering that statistical, reference-
based approaches are the state of the art in online monitoring 
in series production, the requirements of these approaches are 
subsequently used as evaluation criteria.

Figure 1 shows an example where limits are calculated 
statistically from references of good processes, as in [7]. The 
limits closely follow the reference signals (grey color), 
resulting in a high sensitivity to failures and a short reaction
time. However, these characteristics also make the approach 
prone to false alarms resulting from variations in the course of 
the process. For example, transferring the limits to another 
machine executing the same NC-instructions results in false 
alarms. While the amplitude of the monitored process force Fy

varies within expectations, different machining speeds lead to 
a temporal misalignment, eventually causing a false alarm.

An alternative to aligning signals over time is to align 
signals over positions. However, variations also occur in 
positioning of processes. Consequently, signal course 
references given over time or position are a fundamental 
source of differences from the perspective reference-based 
online monitoring. This holds independently of what signals 
are monitored (e.g., process force, drive torque).

This paper investigates similarities and differences in the 
timing and positioning of multiple machines when executing 
identical machining instructions (NC-code). The results 
identify effects that are to be considered when transferring 
knowledge across different machines for online monitoring. 
Section 2 describes the turning and milling processes analyzed 
for similarities and differences as well as methods used to 
support the analysis. Section 3 presents the similarities and 
differences in timing and positioning across different 
machines when executing identical NC-instructions. 

2. Experiments, Data Acquisition and Measures

2.1. Setup and Experimental Machining

Two types of experiments were conducted: three-axis 
milling on three different machines and face turning on three 
different lathes. G-code based NC-instructions (ISO 6983) 
defined the corresponding processes. Machine-specific 

adoptions to the program were limited to the program headers, 
e. g. due to varying tool names, and control-specific 
instructions, such as variable calls. The subsequently analyzed 
signal segments result from a G-code section that is identical 
across different machines. Tables 1 and 2 list the machines 
used and their properties. Each machine processed three 
workpieces. In the case of milling, a workpiece comprised 15 
slots and six pockets, one of which is subsequently analyzed 
and depicted in Fig. 2. In the case of turning, each workpiece 
yielded 16 face turning operations, one of which is 
subsequently analyzed and described in Fig. 3.

Milling of the square pockets employed end mill cutters 
(effective cutting diameter 8 mm) and workpieces from 
structural steel (S235JR as defined in DIN EN10025-2, 
equivalent to ASTM A 36 M). The milling cutter entered the 
material in a helical motion. The milling cutter then followed 
the G-code defined tool path from the inside of the pocket 
outwards in a counter-clockwise motion (Fig. 2). The pocket 
was milled in four consecutive layers with an axial depth of 
cut of ap = 2 mm each, reaching a total depth of 8 mm. The 
radial depth of cut was ae = 4 mm, the feed per tooth 
fz = 0.05 mm and the cutting velocity vc = 90 m/min. The 
workpiece coordinate axes were set up to be parallel with the 

Fig. 1. False alarms in statistical, reference-based monitoring due to 
timing differences between the machine providing the limits and 

the machine monitored.

Table 1. Examined machine tools - group A - lathes.

ID lathe control

CTX DMG Mori CTX 1250 TC Siemens Sinumerik 840D sl

NTX DMG Mori NTX1000 Siemens Sinumerik 840D sl

NEF DMG Mori NEF400 Siemens Sinumerik 840D sl

Table 2. Examined machine tools – group B - mills

ID mill control

MIL DMG Mori Milltap 700 Siemens Sinumerik 840D sl

HSC DMG Mori HSC 30 linear Siemens Sinumerik 840D sl

ROB FANUC ROBODRILL α-
D21LiB5

FANUC Series 31i-B5
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machine coordinate axes.
Face turning experiments were performed with coated 

cemented carbide indexable inserts of the ISO type CNMG 
120408. The workpieces had a length of 110 mm, and a 
diameter of 60 mm, and were from structural steel type 
S355JR (DIN EN10025-2, equivalent to ASTM A 573 M 
Grade 70). After the clamping of a workpiece, its face and the 
radial surface were machined to match the initial experimental 
geometry. The subsequent experimental face turning operation 
was defined with a constant cutting speed of vc = 150 m/min, a 
feed of f = 0.2 mm, and a depth of cut ap = 1.5 mm (Fig. 3). 
Unless stated otherwise, the speed of the workpiece spindle 
was limited to 3,000 rpm with the G-code.

Signals recorded comprise the actual position, command 
torque, and actual current of the x-, y-, and z-axis and the 
actual speed, command torque, and actual current of the main 
and tool spindle, if available. In the case of machines featuring 
a Siemens Sinumerik 840D, sl control data was recorded with 
the built-in “Trace” function of the control at a sample rate of 
8 ms. In the case of the FANUC ROBODRILL α-D21LiB5,
the sample rate is 2 ms.

2.2. Preprocessing and Segmentation

Segmentation allows focusing on certain parts of a process
(Fig. 4). In the following, segments are formed to represent 
single machining operations, such as a single pocket layer in 
milling (Fig. 2) or a single face turning operation (Fig. 3). The 
employed segmentation method evaluates the feed calculated 
from the positions signals of the x-, y-, and z-axes:

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = √�̇�𝑥2 + �̇�𝑦2 + �̇�𝑧2 (1)

Machining operations within a process were then identified 
by their typical feed. This approach is quite robust and 
versatile. A segment is determined as an interval of the 
process with:

50𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 < 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 < 1000𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (2)

To reduce the impact of noise on segmentation, the feed 
was low-pass filtered. Employed was a minimum-order finite 
impulse response filter with a stopband attenuation of 60 dB 
and a passband frequency of 10 Hz.

2.3. Quantifying Similarity of Processes

The analysis of similarities and differences in section 3 
focuses on timing and positioning during the machining 
process from the perspective of monitoring. Four measures 
are employed to support the analysis: 
 Time to machine a full workpiece tw:

Denotes the period from the start of the first segment to
the end of the last segment of a workpiece. A workpiece
consists of multiple face turning or milling operations.

 Start of machining tstart:
Denotes the point in time, concerning the segment, when
the tool first enters the material as marked by tstart.

 Tool engagement time teng:
Denotes the period of time between the tool first entering

the material at the beginning of a segment (tstart) and the 
tool exiting the material at the end of a segment (tend).

 Traveled feed path length lf:
Denotes the length of the feed path traveled throughout a
segment as calculated from the x-, y- and z-positions.

Fig. 4. Segment with face turning operation, start ts and end te of machining.

Fig. 2. NC code and resulting cutting feed path for the pocket milling process.

Fig. 3. NC code and resulting cutting feed path for the face turning operation.
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The start of machining tstart and end of machining tend was 
detected by analyzing the tool spindle torque for milling and 
the z-axis torque for turning. Process components were 
isolated by removing the offset of the segment (friction 
component). The start of machining tstart was determined by 
the time the process component exceeded the threshold (2/10 
of the segment median). The end of machining tend is the point 
in time when the process component falls below the threshold. 
Fig. 4 depicts the procedure for a face turning operation.

The mean spread of each measure is then calculated within 
individual machines and across different machines (Fig. 5). 
The mean deviation of individual machines sind represents the 
deviation across three repetitive processes on a single machine
averaged across three machines. This corresponds to 
comparing machines to their data. The mean deviation across 
machines sacr represents the deviation of a process across three 
different machines averaged across three process repetitions. 
This corresponds to comparing machines to other machines. 
Milling and turning experiments are evaluated separately.

3. Similarities and Differences in Timing and Positioning

The complexity of a machine tool as a mechatronic system 
causes processes and process signals to differ among machines 
despite identical NC-instructions. Differences result, for 
instance, from different mechanical and electrical properties of 
the drive system, different designs and parameterization of the 
control, and different maintenance conditions (Fig. 6).

The subsequent discussion covers differences between 
machines from a perspective of timing and positioning. An 
example is the time for machining a full workpiece tw. which 
ranged from 88 s to 114 s in face turning an average deviation 
of 9 s between machines. Time tw for milling a full workpiece 
ranged from 1796 s to 1846 s with an average deviation of 
25 s between machines (Fig. 7). Possible causes for the 
differences and other differences are addressed individually in 
the analysis. Uncertainties in the analysis originate, for 
example, from the non-parallelism of the workpiece and 
machine coordinate axes, environmental factors such as 
excitation, variations in raw material and tool properties, tool
and workpiece deflection, or transient thermal effects.

3.1. Different process sequences

The number of movements differs among machines. A 
cause is the varying designs of machine tools in combination 
with the machines executing auxiliary process instructions. An 
example is changing tools. When the tool magazine is 
integrated into the spindle slide of a mill, a single linear 
movement from the cutting point upward is required to reach 
the tool change point. If the tool magazine is located in a more 
protected location at the side of the working area, however, 
multiple movements are necessary to reach the tool change 
point. These additional movements influence the time required 
to machine a full workpiece tw. Consequently, the course of 
process signals differs among the machines. As these different 
process sequences result from an inherent property of the 
machine tool design, they cannot be eliminated by adopting 
control or NC-code parameters. While affecting the time for 

machining a full workpiece, the employed segmentation 
excludes these critical movements from monitoring.

Fig. 7. Comparison of the spread within individual machines and the 
difference between multiple machines for processing a full workpiece.

Fig. 5. Procedure employed to quantify similarities and differences across 
machines.

Fig. 6. Possible causes for differences in signals of multiple 
machines tools while executing the same NC-instructions.
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3.2. Different rapid traverse paths and feed

Different paths for rapid traverse and speed of rapid 
traverse dominated the process time differences in milling. 
Variations occur in the path length and shape for the rapid 
traverse. Causes are different tool changing positions, physical 
limitations of the feed drives, as well as different control 
parameters and strategies. It is established practice, for 
example, that rapid traverse speeds are set separately for every 
axis by the manufacturer of the machine tool. If axes are 
controlled individually to reach their destination as fast as 
possible, the resulting path between two points is not 
categorically a straight line. Other control strategies might aim 
to reduce auxiliary process time, drive load, or increase 
precision.

3.3. Different temporal alignment of machining

Differences in process sequence, execution speed, and feed 
paths introduce misalignment between signals. Accumulating 
over the course of a full workpiece, misalignment reached 
several seconds in the experiments (Fig. 7). Employing the 
described segmentation process greatly reduces misalignment. 
Within segments across the machines, the start of machining 
tstart only deviates by 23 ms on average in the face turning 
operation and by 25 ms in the milling process (Fig. 8a).

However, the segmentation procedure is limited in how 
precise it can split up processes. In addition, data acquisition 
and the cycle time of the control (8 ms) introduce uncertainty. 
Consequently, variations arise within individual machines as 
well. Within segments of individual machines, the start of 
machining tstart only deviates by 11 ms on average in turning 
and by 17 ms milling. Further, machine properties influence 
the results of segmentation. Misalignment is higher between 
different machines as it is between repetitions of the same 
machine.

3.4. Different duration of tool engagement

For a single face turning operation lasting about 6 s, the 
mean deviation between machines amounted to 168 ms on 
average (Fig. 8b). This is due to machines varying in 
execution speed during cutting because of control parameters 
or physical limitations. For instance, when performing a face 
turning operation defined with a constant cutting speed and 
feed per revolution. In that case, the tool moves towards the 
center of the workpiece. To maintain the cutting speed, the 
spindle then accelerates towards its speed limit. If the reached 
spindle speeds differ, e. g. due to physical or set limitations, 
then the tool engagement time differs as well. A separate 
experiment was conducted to illustrate these effects (Fig. 9). 
The machine Gildemeister CTX420 linear operates within 
power and speed limits. The machine DMG MORI NTX 1000 
also operates within its power limits. However, it does reach a 
set speed limit of 2500 rpm (Fig. 9b). Consequentially,
revolutions are lower towards the end of the machining phase 
than for the CTX 420 linear, thereby prolonging the 
machining phase. The machine DMG MORI NEF400 reaches 
its power limit at a workpiece spindle drive current of about 

25 A. This is demonstrated in Fig. 9a, which shows the 
uncompensated, raw current signal of the workpiece spindle 
drives. As a result, the machining is prolonged by 336 ms 
compared to the CTX 420 linear.

Considering that online monitoring usually requires a 
reaction time << 100 ms [9], the example above demonstrates 
that significant differences can occur within a single 
machining operation.

Further, control features aiming to boost productivity, such 
as adaptive feed control by Heidenhain, modify the 

Fig. 8. Differences when executing a single face turning operation 
and milling a single layer of a pocket.

Fig. 9. Interactions resulting from limits for speed and 
power as a cause of machining time variations.
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programmed feed speed to reduce machining time. Also, 
controls might reduce feed speed to ensure the tool path is 
interpolated in time when computing capacities are 
insufficient. If only a subset of machines uses these 
productivity features, machining time might varies. While 
machining time differences might be introduced by any axis or 
spindle, they do affect all process signals.

3.5. Different machining paths

While the feed path is defined in the machining program, 
the actual machining path is determined by the properties of 
the machine tool and the process. Control features, for 
instance, the “smart overlap function” on FANUC controls, 
vary the feed path to increase productivity. The feature 
reduces cycle times by overlapping the transition between the 
rapid traverse (G00) and machining feed phases (G01) of the 
process. If the utilization of the function varies among 
machines, the consequences are differences in the course and 
overall length of the feed path. While the overall length of the 
segment is shorter, the process phases of actual machining 
usually remain unaffected.

The actual feed path during tool engagement is influenced 
by control parameters and the physical limitations of the 
machine. Fig. 10 shows different feed paths for milling of a 
pocket corner, as machines handle the defined rectangular 
feed path differently. These differences occur in every corner 
of the milled pocket and accumulate. For milling a layer of a 
pocket, the cumulated feed path deviated across machines by 
679 µm on average (Fig. 8c). The depicted differences result 
from employing the continuous-path mode of machines, which
smooths edges. Machine manufacturers often activate the 
mode by default as it reduces machining time and improves 
surface quality. However, the parameters of the smoothing 
process are often machine specific. Additional control
parameters and functions exist that influence the feed path, 
such as NC-code compression or general contour tolerances.

4. Conclusion

This paper describes similarities and differences in the
timing and positioning of multiple machines when executing 
identical machining instructions (NC-code). Examined are 
different process sequences, rapid traverse speeds, rapid 
traverse paths, machining feed speeds, machining feed paths,
tool engagement times, and temporal alignments of signals.
The following conclusions are drawn: During machining, the 
differences in timing and positioning primarily arise in
process phases where axes are accelerated, such as edges.
Differences that are relevant from the perspective of online 
monitoring can occur within a single machining operation.
Smaller differences can accumulate over prolonged periods of 
machining and become relevant from the perspective of 
online monitoring. Differences in positioning mainly result 
from path optimization strategies and control parameters, such 
as contour tolerances. Differences in timing mainly result 
from different acceleration behavior and different feed paths, 
both of which are determined by control parameters and drive 
properties.

Further research might investigate how the described 
differences affect different types of monitoring approaches, 
e. g. online monitoring of tool breakage or offline monitoring 
of tool wear. In addition, differences between the signals 
monitored, e. g. process forces, might be considered. New 
monitoring approaches could be developed that are robust 
against the differences described. Future work might also 
address to what extent G-code can be designed to improve the 
similarity of processes among machines. This might involve 
G-code based feed speed limitations and machining feed path 
contour tolerances.
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